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0. Introduction 
Here we shall develop machinery for solving problems such as the two stated below. 
In both, CI is an arbitrary recursive ordinal. 
Problem 1. Let d be a recursive structure. Let (R,), G /I G a be a uniformly recursive 
family of relations on SS?. Find syntactical conditions under which there will exist 
a recursive 98 and a function F such that ~2 z F W, F(R,J is Ci uniformly in /?, and F is 
not AZ. 
Problem 2. Let d be a recursive structure, let (R,& G p d il be a uniformly recursive 
family of relations on ~2, and let S be another recursive relation on SZZ. Find 
syntactical conditions under which there will exist a recursive SJ and a function F such 
that ZZ? zF 93, F(R,) is Zj’ uniformly in p, and F(S) is not C,“. 
For the related problems in which the relations R, are omitted, there are results of 
Ash [l] and Barker [6], obtained using Ash’s metatheorem for “cc-systems”. In this 
metatheorem [l, 21, an r.e. set is enumerated, while some high-level requirements 
(with information at level a) are being met. Using the same metatheorem, we could 
deal with the relation RI alone. To deal with the full family of relations R,, we give 
a different metatheorem, for “ramified cc-systems”, in which a family of sets, Cj 
uniformly in B, for 1 d /l< cx, is enumerated. The proof in [l] could be modified so as 
to yield the result for ramified n-systems. We shall give a different proof, similar to that 
in [7] or [S], but simpler. 
We shall define the notion of a r-structure, generalizing the notion of a recur- 
sive structure. The function r assigns recursive ordinals to relation symbols. In 
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a r-structure, the universe is recursive, and for any relation symbol which is assigned 
the ordinal /I, the interpretation is Zj. In the two sample problems above, the 
structures (a’, (F(R&)i c p <a), in which the reduct 98 is recursive and F(&) is CpO 
uniformly in /I, can be treated as r-structures, for a suitable choice of r. 
We describe a classification of infinitary formulas into CL and ng formulas, 
differing from the usual classification into Z, and n, formulas in that for a relation 
symbol R such that r(g = p, the quantifier-free formulas R(Z) and l&(x) are 
counted as CL and ng, respectively. Just as satisfaction of recursive C, (or ZI,) 
formulas in recursive structures is Ci (or nj), satisfaction of recursive CL (or Z7p’) 
formulas in r-structures is Cj(or 17:). We also define some relations < F. These play 
the same role as the relations <p in [l, 61 but they fit the new classification of 
formulas. 
Our result on Problem 1 says that, for (&, (R,J1 s p $ J satisfying some strong 
recursiveness conditions, we have 99 and F as described iff for each ti E d, there exists 
c E &’ not definable in (.&, (Rp)l c B G .) by any recursive C,’ formula $(a, x). Our result 
on Problem 2 says that for (-02, (Rp)l 4p G d ) satisfying strong recursiveness conditions, 
we have 9? and F as described iff S is not definable in (D/, (RB)1 G p G ,) by any recusive 
C,’ formula $(a, X). 
The description of r-structures and the classification of recursive infinitary for- 
mulas are given in Section 1. The metatheorem for ramified cc-systems is given in 
Section 2. The results on the two problems above are given in Section 3. 
Through most of the paper (all but the first part of Section l), the ordinals to be 
considered are recursive. The notations for these ordinals, in Kleene’s 0, lie behind 
much of what we do, but they will be suppressed in our presentation. We justify this 
by, at any moment, having in mind a particular notation for a large recursive ordinal, 
below which the ordinals we refer to have unique notations. 
1. r-structures and the classification of infinitary formulas 
At the beginning of this section, we introduce the hierarchy of infinitary C,’ and 
Z7[ formulas in a general setting, making no assumptions about recursiveness. We 
shall add such assumptions later, when we discuss r-structures. Let L be a relational 
language, including the propositional constants T (truth) and I (falsity). Let r be 
a function which assigns an ordinal to each R E L. 
Before defining the Cg and fig formulas, we isolate some special classes of basic 
formulas (i.e., atomic formulas and negations of atomic formulas) in the language L. 
Let BE,’ = BZ7,’ consist of the atomic formulas involving equality and their negations, 
plus T and 1. For p > 0, let BCg and sng consist, respectively, of the atomic 
formulas, negations of atomic formulas, involving a relation symbol R such that 
T(R) = /I. 
We now define the ZL and ng formulas, by transfinite induction. the C,’ and 
Z7,’ formulas are the finitary Boolean combinations of BC,’ formulas. For b > 0, the 
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CL formulas have the form Wi 3yi [pi(X, yi) & Il/i(X, ji)], where for each i, pi is a finite 
conjunction of BCL formulas (or T) and $i is Zi’: for some y < /I. The fli formulas 
have the form N, Vjji [pi(X, yi) v 
_ - 
Il/i(X, Eli)], where for each i, pi is a finite disjunction 
of BZI; formulas (or I), and pi is Zy’ for some y < /I. 
The usual tricks (adding superfluous quantifiers) allow us, for p < y, to transform 
any formula cp which is CL or ZIP, into a logically equivalent formula cp’ which is C{, 
or into one which is Z7;. Also, for a formula cp which is C,’ (or ni), we can transform 
1 cp into a logically equivalent formula which is n[ (or CL). 
Let ~4 be an L-structure. We define “back-and-forth” relations 6; on finite 
sequences from JZZ, for p 2 1. Suppose 5 and 6are sequences of the same length. Let 
5 <f &provided that for all d, if d 1 8(b, d), where O($ jj) is the conjunction of finitely 
many formulas of BZ: u BEf, then there exists C such that d 1 O(a, C). For /I > 1, let _- 
ti <i &provided that for all d; if JS? 18(b, d), where 0(x, j) is the conjunction of finitely 
many formulas from BC[, then for each 1~ such that 1 < y < 8, there exists C such that 
-- 
& k O(Z, 5) and b, d < f a, C. 
Lemma 1.1. For each a and /?, there is a Il~formula $ such thatfor all b, d k $(6) @all 
I$ formulas satisfied by a are also satis$ed by b. 
Proof. For each 6for which there is a II; formula satisfied by a and not by b; choose 
one such formula, and let $ be the conjunction of these. 
Theorem 1.2. For all fl 3 1 and all a and 6 of the same length, the following are 
equivalent: 
(1) a <;5, 
(2) the C,$ formulas satisfied by 6 are also satisfied by a, 
(3) the Ii’; formulas satisjied by ti are also satisfied by 6. 
Proof. The equivalence of (2) and (3) is clear, since the negation of a C,’ formula is 
logically equivalent to a n[ formula. We show that (1) implies (2) by transfinite 
induction on /?, starting with /I = 1. Suppose a dT6. Consider a Cf formula $(X) 
satisfied by K We have Ii/(X) = Wi ~Y,[v~(x, pi)], where for each i, Cpi is a finite 
conjunction of formulas from BZ: u BC’. For some i, and some d; JZZ b cpi(b, d). Since 
ti < { b, there exists c such that & b cpi(& c), so _czZ l=$(a). 
Let /3 > 1, where (1) implies (2) for 1 < y < 8. Let ti <i & Consider a CL formula 
Ii/(X) satisfied by 6. We have $(X) = Wi 3ji [pi(X, yi) & Cpi(X, ji)], where pi is a finite 
conjunction of formulas from BZ[, and Cpi s nt for some y < p. For some i and 2, we 
-- -- 
have & b pi(b, d) & qi(b, d). Since 5 <i &, there exists C such that 5, E satisfies pi(X, yi) 
and b,d <F 5, C. Then by I.H., Z, C also satisfies Cpi(X, yi). Therefore, 5 satisfies $(X). 
We show that (2) implies (1) also by transfinite induction on p, starting with /I = 1. 
Suppose the Cf formulas satisfied by 6 are satisfied by 5. Let cp(X, J) be a finite 
conjunction of formulas from BClu BCf, 
-- 
where for some d we have .J&’ 1 cp(b, d). 
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Now, 3jj cp(X, jj) is a Zf formula satisfied by b. Then it is also satisfied by a, so for some 
C we have cc4 b cp(Z, 3. Therefore, ti <T b. 
Let fi > 1, where (2) implies (1) for 1 d y < /I. Suppose that CL formulas satisfied by 
Fare satisfied by 6. Let p(X, j) be a finite conjunction of formulas from KC;, where for 
_- 
some d we have d b p(b, d), and let 1 6 y < fl. By I.H. and Lemma 1.1, there is 
a IIf formula cp(X, j) such that d i= cp(E, C) iff b, d <F a, C. Now, 3y[p(X, y) & cp(X, y)] 
is a CL formula satisfied by 6, so it is also satisfied by 5. For some C, we have _- - - 
JZZ 1 p(ti, 5) & ~(5, I?)), and by our choice of cp(x, y), b, d <F a, C. Therefore, ti <i b. q 
Above, L was an arbitrary relational language, r was an arbitrary function 
assigning ordinals to the symbols of L, we put no restrictions on the conjunctions and 
disjunctions in the infinitary formulas, and d was an arbitrary L-structure. We now 
move to a recursive context. Suppose L is a recursive relational language, let cx be 
a recursive ordinal, and let r be a recursive function from L to {p: 1 < fi d CC}. 
A r-structure is an L-structure & such that the universe of d is recursive, and for all 
p and all (8) such that TlJ = fi, we can find a Cj index for Rd. 
For recursive C[ and II; formulas, we consider only recursive ordinals B, and we 
take r.e. conjunctions and disjunctions. To be completely precise, we should define the 
recursive Zg and fli formulas together with their indices, in terms of ordinal nota- 
tions, as is done in [4] for the usual hierarchy of recursive infinity formulas. As 
mentioned in the introduction, we have the analog of the fact that satisfaction of 
recursive C,, Z17, formulas in recursive structures is Cj, II:. 
Proposition 1.3. Satisfaction of recursive C, , r l7~,formulas in r-structures is CpO, Ilj. 
This holds with all of the usual uniformity. 
Lemma 1.4. (a) Given a Ci set of recursive I7; formulas, we can find a recursive 
IL; formula logically equivalent to their conjunction. (b) Given a I$ set of recursive 
Cg formulas, we can find a recursive C,’ formula logically equivalent to their disjunction. 
Proof. Let ‘pi be recursive IZ;, for iES, where S is CL. We can find recursive 
propositional C, formulas C(~ (built up from T and I) such that ai is logically 
equivalent to T if i E S and to _L if i $ S (see [3]). Then A iss Cpi s logically equivalent 
to wiew(xi --f cp,), and it is clear how to replace the latter by a recursive I7; 
formula. 0 
The next result says that for a sufficiently nice r-structure &, given a and a recur- 
sive ordinal p, we can find a recursive ZIi formula $(X) such that for all 6, ti <F 6iff 
d b $(b). 
Theorem 1.5. Let ~4 be a recursive r-structure. Let a be a recursive ordinal, and suppose 
that the relations < i are Cj uniformly in /I, for fi < SI. Suppose that we can effectively 
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determine satisfaction for formulas 3yO(x, y), where 0(x, y) is a finite conjunction of 
formulas from BZL u BC:. Then for any ti and any p < a, we can jind a recursive 
l7; formula I,$@) such that for all b; ti <i 6 iff ~4 1 *z(b). 
Proof. We proceed by transfinite induction on fi (more precisely, by recursive trans- 
finite induction on ordinal notations). We start with /? = 1. Fix a. Let S be the set of 
formulas 0(X, y), where 0(X, j) is a finite conjunction of elements of BC; u BCf and 
& k 1 3je(Z, jj). By our hypothesis, S is recursive. We can find a recursive n; formula 
which is logically equivalent to the conjunction over S of the formulas Vyl t!@, j). It 
is easy to see that this is the desired @t(X). 
Let p > 1, where the statement holds for 1 < y < p. For 1 < y < fi, let S, be the set 
-- 
of (8(X, j$ (b, d), where & 1 B(b, d), 0(X, j) is a finite conjunction of formulas in BZ[, -- 
and there is no C for which & k f3(ti, Z) and b, d <<Fti, Z. Then &’ k 1 3y [O(E, jj) 
& ~#(a, J)]. Since JZZ is recursive and <F is Cf (uniformly), S, is $+ r (uniformly). 
Consider the conjunction of the formulas VJl [0(X, jj) & I&?@, j)], for 
_- 
(0(X, j)), b, d ES,. By Lemma 1.4, we can find a recursive nc+ 1 formula cp,(%) logically 
equivalent to this. Then the desired formula I,$(?) is the conjunction of the formulas 
cp,(Z) for 1 $ y < fi. 0 
2. The metatheorem 
We begin by describing the setting of the metatheorem. Throughout this section, 
the ordinals we consider are recursive. An alternating tree on sets L and U is a set P of 
non-empty finite alternating sequences 10ulllu212.. . with lk E L and uk E U, such that 
P is closed under non-empty initial segments. We write PL, PU for the set of elements 
of P with last term in L, U, respectively. For an infinite sequence rc, or a finite sequence 
0 of length > n, zn( n, or oJn is the initial segment of length n. A path through P is an 
infinite sequence n such that for all n > 1, nJn E P. An instruction function for P is 
a function q, defined on the sequences in PL, such that if q(o) = u, then cu (the 
sequence formed by adding the term u to the end of the sequence a) is in P. A run of 
(P, q) is a path rr = loullluzll . . . such that for all k, uk+i = q(zl2k + 1). 
Lcta=(L,U,P,I:(EB)1~84a,(EP)1~.a<.),where 
(i) rfz L, 
(ii) P is an alternating tree on L and U, in which all of the sequences start with 1: 
(iii) E, c L x 0, 
(iv) sp is a binary relation on L. 
We shall use the following notation: 
(a) Let Ep(l) denote the set {n: (1, n)EEB}. 
(b) For 1 G fi < a, we write 1 ci 1’ if E,(l) E &(I’) for all y such that 1 < y G p. 
(c) For a path 7~ = 10uIllu212 . ..through P, EO(n) denotes the set U.EB(l.). 
(d) If 0 is a finite sequence with some terms in L, then l(o) denotes the last such term. 
We call W a ramijied a-system provided that the following conditions hold: 
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(1) G B is transitive and reflexive for 1 < fi < IX, 
(2) for 1 < p < y < dl, 1 GY 1’ implies 1 GB l’, 
(3) if CWEP, and l(o) = lo sB,, 1’ cBI... Ed_ lk, where CY > PO > pi > . . . > Pk-l, 
then there exists 1 EL such that 
(i) au1 E P, 
(ii) for i < k, 1’ Ed, 1, 
(iii) lo G: 1, and for 0 < i < k, 1’ E;~_, 1. 
Theorem 2.1. Let W = (L, U, P, [ (EtJ1 G B G ix, ( E~)~ $ p < J be a ramified a-system, 
where L, U, P are r.e., E, is Ct uniformly in 8, and the relations sp and c p” are 
untformly r.e. Let q be a AZ instruction function for P. Then (P, q) has a run rr such that 
Ep(z) is Ci uniformly in b. 
Proof. The outline is as follows. We define a family of trees (Pa)l G B $ II and a corres- 
ponding family of instruction functions (qs)l G B $ a. The trees PB will be uniformly r.e., 
while the instruction functions qs will be A: uniformly in /I. A run of (P”, qa) is 
essentially the same as a run of (P, q). The trees and instruction functions are designed 
so that there is a family of runs (nS) i $ B c a such that rep is A; uniformly in j?, and for all 
/?, E(r?) = E(r?). Since Es(xB) is CF uniformly in b, 7~’ yields the desired run of (P, q). 
Let C consist of the pairs c = (au; z) such that GUE PU and r = /301’j?1 . . . flk_ 1 lk, 
wherea>~o>~,>~~~>~,-,,l(a)=10~~al1~B~~~~~D~_~lk.Weallowz=~.Let 
f(c) = ctu and t(c) = z. Let l(c) = l( z ) ( i.e., lk) if r # 8, and l(a) if r = 8. For 1 < /I < CI, 
CP consists of those CE C such that the ordinals in t(c) are all 2 /I. Thus, for c E C”, 
t(c) = 8. 
Let c = (ou; Z)E C, where l(a) = lo and r = poll/I1 . . . fik _ 1 lk. We say that 1 completes 
c provided that 
(i) au1 E P, 
(ii) 1’ c --pi 1 for i < k, 1’ sFi_, 1 for 0 < id k, and lo G: 1. 
If z = 8, we have only (i) and the last clause of (ii). 
We are now ready to define the trees PP. Let P” consist of the finite alternating 
sequences l^c,l,cJ2... , with terms in L and C”, such that there is a corresponding 
sequence iu1ilu2i2 . . . n P with ck = (l^u 1 1 1 . . . &_ luk; 8) for all k > 1, and in addition, 
for all k > 1, 1, Completes ck. 
For 1 d /I < a, let Pp consist of the finite alternating sequences 1^c111c212 . . . , with 
terms in L and CB, such that l(cI) = I? for k > 1, l(ck) = /k-i, and for all k 3 1, lk 
completes ck. 
Note that for all fl, the paths through PB preserve ci. 
We turn to the instruction functions qs. If G = I^clll . . . c,l,~ P”, and for the corres- 
ponding sequence G* = iuI 1 1 . . . u,l, in P, q(a*) = u, then q,(a) = (o*u; 8). Clearly, any 
run of (Pa, qa) yields a run of (P, q). For 1 d p < ~1, let Pfj be the set of r~ E PB of length 
2n + 1. We shall define the restrictions 40,” of qs to P{ by a somewhat complicated 
kind of induction. We need some preliminaries. 
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We form a recursive list of the pairs (/I, n), for 1 6 /I < CI and n E o, such that (/I, n) 
comes before (/I, n + 1). We write (y, m) < (/I, n) if (y, m) comes before (0, n) on 
the list. We define a recursive function g on pairs (8, n) for 1 d /I d a and 
LEO by induction on the list. If fl = y + 1, then g(fl, n) = y for all IZEW. If p is a 
limit ordinal, then our notation for /I yields an increasing sequence (fik)kew with 
limit P. Let (s(P, 4),,w be the subsequence of this sequence where g( fl, n) is the first 
/Ik such that, for each of the finitely many (y, m) @ (/I, n), if y <: /?, then y < /Ik and 
if g(y, m) < /3, then g(y, m) < Pk. For any limit ordinal /I 6 51, g(p, n) increases with 
IZ and has limit p. 
Let 2’;P;m(/3) = {(y, k): y > /I is a limit ordinal & g(y, k) d /I}. 
The facts in the following lemma are not difficult to check. 
Lemma 2.2. (a) Zf (y, k) E Z&72( /I), then (y, k) 4 (/I, O), (b + LO). 
(b) Zf(y, k + 1)~2’im(/I), then (7, k)EZim(j?). 
(c) Zf(r, k)E_Y;m(/?) and /I < 6 < y, then (y, k)E Zim(6). 
Proof of Theorem 2.1 (continued). Below, we describe how to compute qp,“, given a Ai 
oracle and A: indices for qy,k for the pairs (y, k) < (/I, n). From the description, it 
should be clear that we can effectively compute a Aso index for qs,n from the given 
indices. Simultaneously with qp,.(a), we define 6+, representing a Ai approximation of 
a partial run of (Ps+ ‘, qs+ 1). 
Given a A;+ 1 index for qs+ I,n, we have a A; approximation, whose value at o and 
s is denoted by q;+ I,n(o). We suppose that if DE P, @+I then for all s, q;+,,,(a) has some ,
value c, and that oc E PB+ ‘. Suppose 1 < B < y, where y is a limit ordinal. If, for a given 
sequence a E Pl;, the A; oracle yields the information used in the halting computations 
of qy,k(a I(2k + 1)) for all k d n, then we say that A; can compute q?,.(a). We can 
determine, using a Ai oracle, whether A; can compute qy,n(a). 
Before proceeding with the case-by-case definitions, we give an overview. If a does 
not follow qa, then qpJa) is defined trivially. Assuming that a does follow qp so far, we 
choose the type of the next step and calculate the value of qp,n(a), in terms of a+, 
according to the scheme below. 
Type I: Limit work. The step is of this type if there exists (y, n) E _Y~im( p) such that 
A: can compute qy,,(a). Then qS,n(a) = qY,.(a) for the first such pair (v, n). 
In the remaining two types of steps, suppose that there is no (y. n) as required for 
a step of Type I. Let a’ have length 2m + 1. 
Type II: Approximation. The step is of this type if (/I + 1, m) 4 (j?, n). Then 
qpJa) = (f(c);t(c)/?l), where c = q;+ r,,,(a+) and 1 = I(a). 
Type III: Invention. The step is of this type if (/I, n) 4 (j? + 1, m). Then 
qa,n(a) = (f(c); t(c)jIl), where c is an element of Cp+ ’ such that a+c E Pi+ ’ (the first we 
find), and 1 = l(a). 
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From the method for choosing the type of step described above, together with 
Lemma 2.2, it follows that in run of (PP, q,J, the limit steps come first, and there can 
only be finitely many such steps. It also follows that if y is a limit ordinal, and u E P,‘, 
where 0 follows qy, then for all p < y such that (y; n)~_Yim(jj) and di can compute 
qy,“(u) (i.e., for all sufficiently large /I), we have oePB, 0 follows qs, and 
4/r,“@) = 4&r). 
In the description above, we said that qB,n(0) is obtained by a step of Type I if there 
exists (y, n)~Yinz(/I) such that Ai can compute q?,“(o), and qs,n(cr) = qy,n(o) for the 
jirst such pair (y, n). Actually, we need not have specified the first. If there is another 
such pair (y’, n), where (y, n) 6 (y’, n), we must have b < y’ < y. Then (y, n) E _.Y’im(y’), 
and A:, can compute qu,n(a), so by the comment in the preceding paragraph, aePY’ 
and qyr,.(g) = q?(a). S’ ‘1 imi ar reasoning shows that in a run of (Pp, qp), if the initial 
segment obtained by limit work has length 2n + 3, the pairs involved form a sequence 
(YO>O),(Y,, l), ...? (Y,, n), where y. >, ... 2 y,,. 
We now give the case-by-case definitions of qp,n(d) and o+, for REP!, by induction 
on the list of pairs. The following conditions will be maintained, so long as CJ 
follows qfl: 
(1) @+) cfl &a), 
(2) if all of 0 results from limit steps, then U+ = G, 
(3) if p is the initial segment of cr which results from limit steps, then a+ preserves Ed 
from Z(p+) on. 
(A) Pairs ofform (/I, 0). The only element of P{ is l Let I^’ = l In defining qs,o(i), 
we consider cases corresponding to the different types of steps. 
Case I: Suppose there is some first pair (y, 0) E Yi,( /I) such that Ai can compute 
qr,o(& Then qa,o(o = qr,o(r). This is a step of Type I. 
In Cases II and III, suppose that there is no pair (y, 0) as in Case I. 
Case II: Suppose (j3 + LO) < (p, 0). If c = q” 8+l,o(l^), then qp,o(l? = (f(c); WPT). 
This is a step of Type II. 
Case III: Suppose (/I, 0) 4 (/I + l,O). Take the first c we find such that I^CE PB+r, 
and let qp,o(l^) = (f(c); t(c)/ll^). This is a step of Type III. 
(B) Pairs ofform (/II, n),for n > 0. We first check whether (T follows qs so far. If not, 
then of = a,‘_ 1, and qp,“(a) = c for the first c we find such that cc E PO. 
From here on, we suppose that CT follows qp. Let G = I^ciZr . . . c,1, E Pi, and let 
By = (I I(2k + l), for k < n. We define a tentative version of G+, defined by cr;. If 
c, is obtained by a step of Type I, then a; = 0. If c, is obtained by a step of 
Type II, then c, = (f(d); r(4K i), where if r is the length of ai- r, then 
d = q;;:,r(all’_ 1). In this case, 0 q = a,‘_ 1 dl,. Finally, if c, is obtained by a step of Type 
III, then of = o,‘_ 1. 
Say gq = l^dlli, . . . d,li_, where 1 < il < ... < i, < n. (In 0, Ii, fOllOWS Cik.) We 
write p for 0;) and pt for p ) (2t + 1). We consider four cases. 
Case I: Suppose there is some pair (y, m)~ &V(P) such that Ai can compute qr,,,,(4. 
(In this case, we should have p = G and m = n.) Then cr+ = 0 and qp,“(c) = qy,“(c). 
This is a step of Type I. 
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In the remaining three cases, suppose that there is no pair (y, m) as in Case I. For 
1 < k d m, we check whether q~+l,k_l(~k_l) = dk. 
Case II: Suppose that there is some k for which this fails. For the first such k, 
cJ+ = P~_~, and qs,J(r) = (f(d); t(d)/?/,,), where d = q;+l,k_l(pk_l). This is a step of 
Type II. 
In the two remaining cases, suppose q;+ l,k_ l(pk_ 1) = dk for all k. Then 0’ = p. 
Case Ill: Suppose (p + 1, m) < (/I, n). Then qD,n(c) = (f(d); t(d)/?l,), where d = 
qz+ l,,(a+). This is a step of Type II. 
Case Z I/: Suppose (/?, n) 4 (/I + 1, m). Take the first d we find such that o+d E PP+ I, 
and let qs,Ja) = (f(d); t(d)bb). This is a step of Type III. 
We have now defined qs,.(a) and 6+ for all /I and n. It is easy to check that the 
conditions stated above are maintained. Condition (1) is important in Cases III 
and IV for making sure that q&a) E CB. 
For y d 5 < /I, let 7c5 be a run of (PC, qr). Let L(rc5) denote the subsequence 
consisting of terms from L. We say that the family (n5)r s c G B is coherent if L(&) is 
a subsequence of L(7c5) whenever 5 < [. We show the existence of a coherent family 
(n5)r G F G oL such that rc5 is A: uniformly in 5. To do this, we prove the following 
statement, by induction on p (more precisely, by recursive transfinite induction on the 
notation for /I). 
Lemma 2.3 (Main inductive lemma). Let 1 < y < /I d ~1. Given a A: index for a run 
n of (P, p,), we can find a recursive sequence of A: indices for a coherent family 
(x5) YS5<8 such that 7c5 is A: uniformly in 5 and 79 = n. Moreover, ifs I(2n + 1) results 
from steps of Type Z involving pairs (6, k) such that 6 2 p, then for y < 5 < p. 
78)(2n + 1) = nl(2n + 1). 
Proof. Suppose the statement holds for /I’ < p. The proof for /I is in two cases. 
Case I: /I is a successor. By I.H., we may suppose that /I = y + 1. Let rt be a A: run 
of(P’, qr), with rck = x I(2k + 1). We form a Ai sequence of numbers (k(n))._, such that 
rc,&,) has length 2n + 1 and is an initial segment of 7~: for all k b k(n). The desired 
Aso run of (Ps, qP) will be rcP, where rcB I(2n + 1) = rc&. The “moreover” portion of the 
statement follows from Lemma 2.2 and the remarks on limit work preceding the 
case-by-case definitions of qs,,(a) and c+. Let k(0) = 0. Supposing that k(n) has been 
determined, let k(n + 1) be as follows. If qy(n,+,) is obtained by a step of Type I, then 
k(n + 1) = k(n) + 1. If q,(n& is obtained by a step of Type II or III, the same is true 
for all k 3 k(n). There is some first j > k(n) such that (/I, n) 6 (y, k) and for all 
k > j, qF,,,(n>(,,J = qy,n(7&,J. Let k(n + 1) = j + 1. We have the desired sequence, 
completing the proof in Case I. 
Case II: /? is a limit ordinal. Let rc be a A: run of (P’, q,,), where y > /I. We alter the 
recursive increasing sequence (/I ) ,, nEO given by our notation for /?, replacing the first 
term by y and omitting any terms below y. Let the resulting sequence be (/I&,,. By 
I.H., we can find sequences of indices for families (7& 4 5 $ PA+ 1, for n = 0, 1,2, . . . 
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which can be combined to form all of the desired family except rep. To obtain rc8, we 
form a A: sequence of numbers (k(n)),,_ such that for &,, < 5 < p, r~~,(~.+i) = 
&(nl I(2n + 1). Let k(0) = 0. Supposing that we have k(n), take k > k(n) first such that 
(/3, n)~_fZim(P;) and Aik can compute q8,n(nPrlni I(2n + 1)). By Lemma 2.2 and the 
remarks on limit work, this k serves as k(n + 1). 
Now, take xB such that for each n, rcs I(2n + 1) = #;a1 I(2n + 1). To show coher- 
ence, we must check that for y < 5 < p, L(@) is a subsequence of L(x<). We consider 
5 of the form j3bcm,. For each n > m, choose an embedding of L(~c~“‘~+“) into L(r&‘“‘). 
Suppose rrp = 1^cili~~/~ . . . . To locate 1, in L(r&‘“’ ), first find I, in L(nPk’“‘), in the same 
place as in ~8. If m 2 n, then 1, is also in this place in L(~c~“‘~‘). If m < n, then follow the 
chosen embeddings from L(~c@“‘~‘) down to L(x~~‘~ ). This completes the proof in 
Case II. 0 
Proof of Theorem 2.1 (conclusion). Using the Main Inductive Lemma, we complete 
the proof of Theorem 2.1, as outlined. Let (xs)r G B G a be a coherent family of runs, 
where rcB is A: uniformly in j3. Then E8(rca) is Cj uniformly in /I. We defined Pa in such 
a way that rcB preserves SF, so by coherence, E(r?) = E(rc”). There is a run n of (P, q) 
which is essentially the same as rt’, with Ep(rc) = EB(rca). This completes the proof. 0 
There is a great deal of uniformity in the proof of Theorem 2.1. Given a recursive 
sequence of appropriate indices for the components of the ramified a-system W and an 
index for an instruction function q, we can find indices for the desired run n and the 
sets Ep(rc). 
3. Applications 
In this section, we give results on the two problems stated in the introduction. We 
begin by phrasing the problems in a more general way. Let L be a recursive relational 
language, let r be a recursive function from L to {p: 1 < /I d a}, and let ._& be 
a recursive L-structure. 
Problem 1. Give conditions under which there exist a function F and a r-structure 
g such that ~2 gF 5% and F is not AZ. 
Problem 2. Let S be a recursive relation on d. Give conditions under which there 
exist a function F and a r-structure 8 such that & gF 9 and F(S) is not C,“. 
In the introduction, we began with a recursive structure (which we may suppose to 
be relational) and a uniformly recursive family of relations (R&i G p G a. We wanted 
a function F mapping the original structure to a recursive copy, such that F(R,) is 
Ci uniformly in p. In addition, for Problem 1, we wanted F not to be AZ, and for 
Problem 2, we wanted F(S) not to be Ci. 
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Let us expand the given recursive structure, adding the complements of the 
relations already present, together with the family of relations R,. Call the resulting 
structure &‘, and let L be the language of &, where & is the symbol for R,. Let r be 
the function on L such that if & is the symbol for a relation of the original structure, or 
its complement, then r(R) = 1, and T(&) = /I. If $8 is a r-structure such that 
d r,@, then F maps the original structure onto a reduct of g which is recursive 
(since for the relations R of the original structure, F(R) and its complement are r.e., 
uniformly). In addition, for 1 < fi < CX, F(RB) is Cj’, uniformly in /I. Thus, the problems 
stated in the introduction are special cases of the ones stated above. 
We shall apply the machinery developed Sections 1 and 2 to obtain a result on 
Problem 2, and use that to obtain a result on Problem 1. We begin now on Problem 2. 
If S is definable in ~4 by a recursive C,’ formula cp(Z, X), then by Proposition 1.3, for 
any isomorphism F from d onto a r-structure 99, F(S) is C,‘. If S is not definable by 
a recursive C,’ formula, then for any CE S, any Cf formula cp(& x’) satisfied by c is also 
satisfied by some 5’ $ S. The result below says that in this situation, under some 
additional recursiveness conditions on &, we have an isomorphism F from & to 
a r-structure 99, such that F(S) is not ,X,0. 
Theorem 3.1. Let L be a recursive relational language, let r be a recursive function from 
L to {p : 1 < p < a}, and let ~4 be a recursive L-structure. Let S be a recursive relation 
on d. Suppose d p’ is r.e. uniformly in j?, for 1 d B 6 CI, and we can eflectively determine 
- - - - 
satisfaction for formulas 3y g(x, y), where /3(x, y) is aJinite conjunction offormulas from 
BZ: u BCf. Finally, suppose that for any a~&, we can jnd CES ‘free” over a, in the 
sense that any recursive Cf formula cp(a, 2) satisfied by C is also satisfied by some C’ 4 S. 
Then there exist F and a r-structure 93 such that & ~~93 and F(S) is not C,“. 
Proof. Let B be o thought of as a set of constants. A sentence which is obtained from 
a BC[ formula by substituting constants for the variables will be called a BZL 
sentence. Let 9 be the set of finite partial permutations f of w. For fE 9, we think of 
f as taking a finite subset of B into ~2; i.e., a possible finite part of F-‘. For the 
constants in dom( f ), f provides interpretations in d. Thus, if cp is a sentence involving 
these constants together with symbols of L, f makes cp either true or false. In what 
follows,f, g, f ‘, etc., denote elements of %. We extend the relations d p’ to %, letting 
f <i g if dam(f) E dam(g) and g of -I preserves satisfaction of ni formulas. By 
Theorem 1.2, this means that if a is the sequence of elements of ran(f) and 6is the 
corresponding sequence of elements of ran(g), then ti < i 6 
Let cpz denote the partial function computed by procedure e with an oracle for 
a fixed Turing complete d,O set, and let Wi = dom(cp:). Let fr be a recursive function 
on % such that fr(f) is a sequence FES which is free over ran(f). Our high-level 
requirements have the form Wf # F(S), for e E o. The strategy for meeting a particular 
requirement Wz # F(S) is as follows: Let f be the portion of F- ’ protected for earlier 
requirements. We extendf(working on other requirements) until we have f’ 2 f such 
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that f’(6) = fr(f) and we find that I$#) 1. This may never happen, but if it does, we 
then take f” 2 f such that f”(6) # S. 
Letting fs be the function produced at stage s, we kept track of the require- 
ments which may not require any further action, and the parts offs to protect on 
behalf of these requirements, in a sequence 9s = (f&, . . . ,f&,), where 
0 =fko zfk, c ... E fk,<,, =fs. W e d o not need the indices k,, just the sequence of 
functions ge =f&. The information at stage s + 1 in a finite set u,+ i of statements of 
the form cp”,$,lJ. 
Given u,+ i and & = (go, . . . , gets,), wheref, = gets,, we determinef,, 1 and 8,+ I as 
follows: If for some first e < e(s), we have f,(6) = fr(gJ, and the statement &(b) 1 is in 
U s+17 thenwetakef,+i ~g,suchthatf,+~(b)#S,andwelet~~+~ =(gO,...,ge,fs+r). 
Ifthere is no such e, we then takef,,, zfs, and we let _&+1 = (g,,,...,ge(s,,fs+l). In 
either case, we extendf,, 1, if necessary, so that the domain and range include the first 
s elements of B, d, respectively. 
If the construction is carried out as described, then for each e, there exists s(e) such 
that for all s > s(e), SF, has the same initial segment (go, . . . , ge+ i) (where ge+ 1 is one 
of the fk’s). Letting F-l be the union of these ge+ i, we have F mapping d 
one--one onto B such that F(S) is not C,“. Let /I be the structure such that d zF a. 
This 99 may not be a r-structure. We shall define a ramified a-system 
9 = (-& IJ, P, U&)i 4 B 4 a, ( ~~~~ $ PC.) and a 4 O instruction function g such that the 
runs of (P, q) carry out the construction. Then Theorem 2.1 will give the existence of 
a run for which the resulting ~?8 is a r-structure. 
Let U be the set of finite consistent sets of statements of the form cp;(6)1 (not 
necessarily true). Let L be the set of triples (f, 9, 0) such that 9 is a finite chain of 
functions with last termf, and 0 is a finite set of sentences in Ua $ ~ BCL, all made true 
by f: Let I^= (&@), 0). For 1 = (f, 9, 0)~ L, let E,(l) consist of the sentences in 
(BCL u BCf) n 13, and for p > 1, let Ep(l) consist of the sentences in BC[ n 8. For 
1<p<a, Eg comes from <i, as it has been extended to R If 1,l’ EL, where 
I=(f,F,g) and 1’=(f’,&g’), then 1 s,l’ifff<if’. We write 1~1’iffsf’and 
8 E 81. 
Let P consist of the finite sequences lou111u212.. . , with lk E L and uk E U, such that if 
lk = (fk, @jj, gk), then the following conditions are satisfied: 
(l) Uk c uk+l, 
(2) 10 = E: 
(3) &+ I is obtained from fk, & and u k+l as in the construction described above; in 
addition, lk s; lk+ 1, and ok+ 1 includes those among the first k sentences of 
U p $ .BZ,f which are made true by fk+ 1. 
It is easy to see that L, U, P, are r.e. The relations E, are uniformly recursive. The 
relations < i on finite sequences are uniformly r.e. by hypothesis. From this, it follows 
that the relations E p are uniformly r.e. As for the three conditions, the first two are 
clear- cp is reflexive and transitive, and for p < y, &y implies cB. To prove that 
Condition (3) holds, we need some lemmas. 
The following is clear from the definitions and Theorem 1.2. 
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Lemma 3.3. Let f d i g, and suppose 0 is a jinite set of sentences of u, ~ ,BC[. If 
g makes true all sentences in 0, then so does somef Z$ Moreover, if 1 < y < fl, then we 
can take f’ such that g d c f’. 
Lemma 3.3 yields the following results. 
Lemma 3.4. lf I C-~ I', then there exists 1” 2 1 such that 1’ E; 1”. Moreover, if 
1 < y < B, then we can take 1” such that I’ G,, 1”. 
Lemma 3.5. Suppose au~P and 1 < /3 < a. lf l(a) = m, then there exists 1 such that 
aulEP, m so 1, and wz G: 1. 
Proof. Let m = (5 st, 0), where 9 = (go, . . . , gk), gk =f: We consider two cases. 
Case I: Suppose there is no e < k such that f (b) = fr(g,) and u contains a statement 
cp*,(b) 1. In this case, we obtain 1 = (h, ~,0’) such that au1 EP, by taking h 2 f and 
8’ z 8 and letting 9’ be the result of adding h to the end of the sequence _E Clearly, 
m Egl,andm ~fl. 
Case II: Suppose there is a first e < k such that f (6) = fr( ge) and u contains 
a statement cpz(&)) . We have f 2 ge. 
Claim. There exists h z ge such that h(b) +! S, f < i h, and the sentences of 9 are made 
true by h. 
--_ 
Proof of Claim. Let ge : 6+ ii, and let f: d, b, b, - - --+ a, c, aI. If follows from Theorem 1.5 
- - - 
that there is a recursive Z$ formula $ (ii, X, jjl) such that d b (a, E’, ai) iff a, c, al _-- 
crti C’, a;. Say the conjunction of 9 is f3*(d, b, b,), and let cp(U, 2, yl) = $(U, X, yl) ‘B ’ 
& Q*(U, X, jl). Then JZ~ != 3y cp(E, C, j$ where 3J cp(G, X, j$ is a recursive C,’ formula. By 
our hypothesis, the formula is satisfied by some Z $ S, so for some E’, we have 
& + ~(2, c’, a’). We get the desired h 2 ge, taking 6 to C’ and b; to a’. 0 
Proof of Lemma 3.5 (conclusion). Let h be as in the claim, extending if necessary, and 
take 8’ 2 0 and .& = (go, . . . . ge, h) so that for 1 = (h, F’, el), we have au1 EP. Then 
m~~l,andmc, . ’ 1 This completes the proof of the lemma. q 
With the lemmas in mind, we return to Condition (3). Let aucP, and suppose 
l(a) = lo ~~~1~ sB1... zpr_Ilk, where a > B. > /?I,.. > Pk_l. Say I’ = (f’, Fi, e’). 
We choose m’ E 1’ such that mk = lk, and for 0 < i < k, &+I SF, mm’ and 
,i+lc 
-l&t1 ~2. We do this working our way back from i = k to i = 0, applying 
Lemma 3.4, at each step. Say m” = (g, 9, e), so g 2 f” and 0 2 8’. Let a’ be the result 
of replacing lo by HZ’ in a. Then a’u E P. Lemma 3.5 yields 1 such that a’ul E P, WZ’ zpo 1, 
and *no G: 1. We must check that 1 is in the proper relations with the various 1’. For 
i< k, li~~i~Bi~o sa,, , 1 so l’z,,l. For O< i< k,lic~iE~~_,mo nil, so 
1’ c Fi _ , 1. Finally, lo E WZ’ E 9 1, so lo c f 1. We have shown that Condition (3) holds. 
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We define the instruction function q. For all 0 E P of length 2n + 1, q(o) is the set of 
true statements I&$) J. such that e, 6 and the number of steps in the halting 
computation are all < n. We are in a position to apply Theorem 2.1. We get a run 
7r = l&l~l& . . . of (P, q) such that E,(rc) is Cj uniformly in /?. Let I, = (fs, F~, t?,). As 
planned, taking F - ’ to be the union of a certain subsequence of the functionsf,, we get 
F mapping d one-one onto B such that F(S) is not C,“. We let W be the structure such 
that C& big. For any /I < c( and any BCL sentence q(6), 99 1 ~(6) iff for all sufficiently 
large s,fs makes cp(@ true (in &) iff for some s (equivalently, for all sufficiently large s), 
cp(b) E 0,. Thus, for each /I 2 1, E,(z) consists of the sentences cp(6) of the appropriate 
form such that g + cp(@. It follows that 99 is a r-structure. 0 
The next result says that if S is not definable by a recursive C,’ formula, then for 
each E, there is some CES which is free over a in the sense of Theorem 3.1. (The result 
does not give an effective procedure for finding such 5). 
Theorem 3.6. Let L be a recursive relational language, let r be a recursive function from 
L to (8: 1 < p d CI>, and let ~4 be a recursive L-structure. Let S be a recursive relation 
on d. Suppose d i is r.e. uniformly in /3, for 1 < p < cI, and we can eflectively determine 
satisfaction for formulas 3jj 0(x, y), where 9(x, y) is a$nite conjunction offormulas from 
BZ,$ u BCf. Suppose that for some aed, for each CES, there is a C,‘formula cp(a, X) 
satisfied by cand not satisfied by any c’ $ S. Then S is definable by a recursive .Zf formula 
VW, 4. 
Proof. It is enough to show that for each CES, we can find a recursive C,’ formula 
(~~(5, X) satisfied by C and defining a subset of S, for then S is defined by the recursive 
C,’ formula WcEscpr(ii, X). Fix CES. First, consider c( = 1. There is a formula 
_ - - - - 
3jj f3@, x, y), where O(u, x, y) is a finite conjunction of formulas in BZ: u BC’, such 
that 3~ @(a, X, jj) is satisfied by C and not by any C’ $ S. (Take a satisfied disjunct of the 
given Zf formula.) Since we can effectively determine satisfaction of such formulas, we 
can find one. 
Now, consider c( > 1. Let I be the set of pairs (al, b) such that 1 G /I < u and if 
- - 
6, C, c7r < % a, Z, ii;, then Z E S. From the fact that there is a C,’ formula cp(a, x) satisfied 
by C and not by any 5’ $ S, it follows that I # 8. (Take a satisfied disjunct of the given 
C,’ formula and let a1 be witnesses for the existential quantifiers at the front of this 
disjunct.) By Theorem 1.5, given (Cl, /I)EZ, we can find a recursive Hi formula 
~&Y*~~(ti, X, j) such that d l= $D 
- - - 
‘*c9”‘(~, c?‘, 5;) iff a, c, aI d i a, C”, 5;. Then S is defined by 
the disjunction over I of the formulas 3J$p “9c,“1(G, x JJ). By Lemma 1.4, since I is nl, 
we can find a recursive CL formula which is logically equivalent to this disjunc- 
tion. 0 
Now, we turn to Problem 1. Suppose there is some CEJZ? such that every CEJZJ is 
definable over G by a recursive Cf formula cp(G, x), and that for each c, we can find 
a defining formula cp(a, x). Then every function F which maps & isomorphically onto 
a r-structure @ must be A:. To see why this is so, let F(a) = 6 To compute F(c), 
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search for d such that 659 k cp(b,6). By Proposition 1.3, this search can be carried out 
using a AZ oracle. Later, we shall give conditions sufficient for finding defining 
formulas. The result below says that if is no 5 over which all c are definable by 
recursive Cf formulas, then under some further recursiveness conditions, there is an 
isomorphism F from JZZ’ to a r-structure 9? such that F is not AZ. 
Theorem 3.7. Let L be a recursive relational language, let T be a recursive function from 
L to {/I: 1 < fi < c1}, and let d be a recursive L-structure. Suppose <i is r.e. uniformly 
- - 
in /3, for 1 Q fi d CI, and we can eflectively determine satisfaction for formulas 3jj 0(x, y), 
where 6(X, jj) is a$nite conjunction offormulas from BCL u BCf. Finally, suppose that 
for each Ci in d, we can jind c “free” over a, in the sense that it is not definable by any 
recursive Cl formula cp(a, x). Then there exist F and a r-structure a such that & E r &3 
and F is not AZ. 
Proof. We could give a proof like that for Theorem 3.1, but it is also possible to use 
Theorem 3.1. Let &* be a recursive structure which is the “cardinal sum” of copies of 
the L-structure d, with a recursive isomorphism S between them. Say 
&‘* = ( 1 d1 1 u 1 d2 1, dl, d2), where &r, d2 are the copies of ~2, with disjoint 
universes, and dr gs ~2~. Let L* be the language of ,c4*, with unary relation symbols 
A,, A2 for the universes of the components dr, d,, and two symbols &’ and R2 for 
each 5 E L. Let r* be the function on L* such that r*(& = 1 and for each BE L, 
r*(&y = r@. 
We need the following version of the familiar FefermanVaught theorem. 
Lemma 3.8, For any L*-formula q(X), there is a formula cp*(X), equivalent to q(X) in all 
L*-structures which are cardinal sums, such that q*(x), is a disjunction over the 
partitions of x into subsequences 2, and X2, offormulas “2, E,&” & “x2 E A2” & C&(X,) 
& qf(X2), where cprf(XI), 9T(X2) are relativized to A,, A2, respectively. If ~(2) is Cy, 
then the unrelativized formulas Cpi(Xi) corresponding to cpi(XJ are CL. Furthermore, if 
cp(X) is a recursive Cg formula, we canjind cp*(x), and the formulas cpl (x1), (p2(x2) (for 
various partitions) are recursive Z,. ’ If 0(x, jj) is a finite conjunction of formulas in 
BCOr) v BCf. 
We sketch the proof that &* satisfies the recursiveness conditions of Theorem 3.1. 
Let a, bbe sequences in &*, where for i = 1,2, ai, 6i is the portion of 5, 6in &i. Then 
~7 < 7 6iff tii < $ Ki in &i, for i = 1,2. (TO see this, apply Theorem 1.2. Then * is clear, 
and Lemma 3.8, yields = .) Therefore, since the relations d i (on sequences in ~4) are 
r.e. uniformly in /?, so are the relations d i (on sequences in &*). Since we can 
effectively determine satisfaction in G! for formulas of the form 3y O(_?, j$ where /3(x, j?) 
is a finite conjunction of formulas from BZL u BCf, we can effectively determine 
- - 
satisfaction in J&‘* for formulas 3~ 0(x, y), where 0(X, J) is a finite conjunction of 
formulas from BZT u BC[* (use the last part of Lemma 3.8). 
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We must say how given tied*, we can find (ci, CJES which is free over E in the 
sense of Theorem 3.1. We want any Cf’ formula cp(C, x, y) satisfied in d* by (c 1, c2) to 
be satisfied also by some (c;, c2) such that S(c\) # c2, Let ai, & be the portions of 5 in 
&‘i, J&‘~, respectively. Take ci e&i free over tii in the sense of Theorem 3.7; any 
C,’ formula cp(Zi, x) satisfied by cr in &‘i is also satisfied by some c; # ci. Let 
c2 = S(Ci). 
We can show that (ci, c2) is free in the desired sense. Let _M’* k cp(ti, ci, cz), where 
cp(Z, cl, c2) is a recursive Cf* formula. Applying Lemma 3.8 to cp, and taking the 
appropriate partition, we obtain recursive C,’ formulas cp, and (p2, such that 
&i + qi(Ci, ci), and for any c;, such that &i b qi(ai, cl), we will have r;4* b ~(5, c’, , ~2). 
By our choice of ci, there exists c; # ci such that &‘i b cpi(C,, c;). Then 
d* k ~(a, c;, c2) and S(c;) # c2, as required. 
We are in a position to apply Theorem 3.1. We obtain a function F and a r*- 
structure 9J* such that r;4* Z~ 6!t?* and F(S) is not Z,“. Let ~?+?i, g2 be the com- 
ponents of g* corresponding to &i, d2, respectively. Then $#r, ~29~ are both r- 
structures, and F(S) is an isomorphism from Wi onto ?J2 which is not AZ. If the 
restriction of F taking di to $???i is not AZ, then we have the conclusion of the 
theorem. One other hand, if it is Ai, then we can compose it with F(S) to get an 
isomorphism from -c4i to a2 which is not AZ, so again we have the conclusion of 
the theorem. 0 
The final result says that under the strong recursiveness conditions we have been 
using, if there are C,’ defining formulas, then there are recursive ones, and we can find 
them. 
Theorem 3.9. Let L be a recursive relational language, let r be a recursive function from 
L to {b : 1 < /l < c(}, and let ~2 be a recursive L-structure. Suppose < i is r.e. uniformly 
in j?, for 1 d /i’ < c(, and we can effectively determine satisfaction for formulas 3jj g(X, j)), 
- - 
where 0(x, y) is a finite conjunction offormulas from BZ: u BZT. Finally, suppose that 
for some a in -Qz, every c in d is definable by a Cf formula cp(a, x). Then for each c, we 
can find a recursive C,‘formula cp(a, x) defining it. 
Proof. Fix c. First, consider c( = 1. If c is definable by a Cf formula, then it is definable 
by a formula 3jj @a, x, j$ where 8 is a finite conjunction of formulas from BZ; u BCf. 
Since we can effectively determine satisfaction for formulas of this form, we can find 
one which defines c. Now, consider cx > 1. Let I be the set of pairs (ai, p) such that if 
5, c, tii <;a, c’, 5; then c’ = c, 1 < fi < CI. Since there is a C,’ formula cp(ti, x) defining 
c, I # 8. By Theorem 1.5, given a pair (ai, P)EZ, we can find a recursive II; formula 
@c’a’ (u, x, jj) which is satisfied by a, c’, ti; iff a, c, a1 <ia, c’, Zi. The formula 
~~I,$~~“‘(c?, x, j) defines c, and so does the disjunction over I of the formulas 
3Y *p ti*c,dl(Z, x, jj). By Lemma 2.3, since I is IZP, we can find a recursive Cf formula 
which is logically equivalent to this disjunction. 0 
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